Abstract. Let BU denote the localization at an odd prime p of the classifying space for stable complex bundles, and let/: BU-*BU be an
0. Introduction. This paper presents a computation of the cohomology of the fibers of maps/: BU-» BU, where BU denotes the localization at a fixed odd prime p of the classifying space for stable complex bundles, which preserve the //"-multiplication induced by Whitney sum of bundles. Using the p-\oca\ H space equivalence BU £¿ BO X Q?BO a computation of the cohomology of the fibers of //-maps BO -* BO is also obtained. In a subsequent paper these results will be applied to a detailed study of certain classifying spaces of surgery which arise in this fashion.
The viewpoint of this paper is motivated by a result of Adams that an H map/: BU-» BU is determined up to homotopy by the induced homomorphism/j: ir^.(BU)^> ir^(BU). If we write Z(p) for the integers localized at p and define the characteristic sequence X = (Xx, X2, . . . ) of /by the condition that/j, is multiplication by Xj £ Z(;)) on ir2j(BU) = Z(/;), then in principle the cohomology of the fiber can be completely described in terms of X. We thus begin by studying the characteristic sequence, using as our main tool a natural decomposition of Hopf algebras H*(BU, Z(/>)) ss <S> "primetop ^* m which A* is a polynomial Hopf algebra on generators a*k of degree 2npk, k -0, 1,_ proof of Theorem A is the fact that if « is prime top and/ is minimal such that s(f)npJ < 0, then s(f)npJ*k = -k for all k > 0. Thus for any n prime to/?
we may define 8n = / if j(/)^/ = 0 and 8n = oo if no such / exists. For any integer 5 > 0 let £* denote the Frobenius map x -» xp , and let £°° be the augmentation.
Theorem B. Suppose f: BU -» BU is an H-map with fiber F and index 8n defined as above. There is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras H*(F, Z/p) a <8> E {o-a*,|0 < / < 8n } ® (a;//&a; ® Z/p) n prime to p in which a: Hq(BU, Z/p)-* Hq~x(F, Z/p) is the cohomology suspension. Moreover, the map induced on cohomology by F -+ BU is given by the natural projections A* ® Z/p -> A*//Í&-A* ® Z/p.
Perhaps the most transparent way to display the /»-local cohomology is by means of the Bockstein spectral sequence. This is the graded Ex spectral sequence associated to the exact couple given by the cohomology sequence of 0->Z^Z-> Z/p -> 0. Of particular interest for geometric reasons is the Bockstein spectral sequence of the fiber of a "two-step function" /. This is an In an application of this work to smoothing theory it will be necessary to have an explicit description of the Z^p) cohomology of the fiber of an //-map /: BU ^ BU whose index 8n never exceeds 1. Let S denote the set of all n prime to p such that 8n = 1, and write T for the set of all sequences a = (a,, a2, . . . ) of nonnegative integers each of whose nonzero entries is < p -1 and lies in one of the subsequences an, a^, . . . for some n E S. For each a E T write 1(a) for the number of such subsequences containing a nonzero entry, and let ind(a) = min"es/>^)+'" where a^ is the first nonzero entry of an, a^,,,, ... where the right-hand term denotes the direct sum of (J¡~x) copies of Z/ind(a).
The paper is arranged as follows. In §1 we discuss the arithmetic of characteristic sequences and the basic congruence of Theorem A. This depends on the decomposition H*(BU, Z{p)) = <8> "prime top A* which is established in §2. §3 is devoted to a detailed study of the homomorphism/*:
induced by an //-map /. This permits us to calculate torsion products for various p local rings R which, by some remarkable collapse theorems for the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, is equivalent to computing the R cohomology of the fiber of/. This is done for R = Z/p in §4 to obtain Theorem B and for R = Z(p) in §5 to obtain Theorem C. In §6 we carry out the calculation Theorem D. Finally, it is a pleasure to acknowledge the help of many people, especially J. P. May, R. Ming and T. MacGregor.
1. The characteristic sequence. All spaces in this paper are assumed to be localized at a fixed odd prime p and thus have /7-local homotopy groups and reduced homology groups ( [25] , [26] ). Write ¡x for the localization at p of the //-multiplication (or an appropriate iterate) induced by Whitney sum of bundles; n corresponds to loop multiplication under the Bott equivalence BU ^ ÜqBU. One immediate benefit of localizing is a geometric splitting of BU.
Theorem (Adams-Peterson).
There exist equivalences of infinite loop spaces BU-> W X ti2W X ■ ■ ■ XÚ^'^W and
here T2k(p_X)(W) = Z(/l), k = 1, 2, ... , and ir¡(W) = 0 otherwise.
W may be defined as the bottom space of a spectrum associated to a bordism theory with singularities [19] . The //-space decomposition can be found in [19] or [1] , and the infinite loop equivalence then follows from [2] . Notice in particular that BU ^ BO X ti2BO, so any //-map /: BO -» BO may be regarded as a factor of the //-map / X 1: BU ^> BU with the same fiber. Similarly, 1.1 and Bott periodicity yield an equivalence BO =¿ BSp.
For any map/: BU -» BU we define a sequence X = (X" X2, . . . ) in Z(p) by the condition that/j equals multiplication by A, on ir2J(BU) = Z(p). If/is an //-map (that is, if fu = ¡x(f X /)) we refer to X as the characteristic sequence of f because of the following. Using 1.1 we may define infinite loop maps ti2iW-*■ BU and BU-*QPW such that the composite të'W ^ BU ^>ti2jW is the identity or constant depending on whether or not / = /. Using these the following decomposition of //-maps follows directly from 1.2.
Corollary.
For any H-map f: BU -» BU let f2k denote the composite Q2kW -> BU -)S BU -> Q2kW. Then the diagram below homotopy commutes.
BU
-» BU n ü2jw -» n &w j-0 j-0 1.4 Operations on characteristic sequences. Given H-maps fi g: BU^BU with characteristic sequences X and 17 we may form new //-maps / + g = r1 ° (/ x s) ° A and / ° g whose characteristic sequences are the pointwise sum À + t/ and product X • tj, respectively. The loop space inverse -1 has characteristic sequence (-1, -1, . . . ), so that -/ = (-1) ° f has sequence -X. Adding copies Of 1 or (-1) we obtain maps with characteristic sequences of any constant integer value n. These are homotopy invertible for n prime to p, and thus for any p E Z(/)) there is an //-map with constant sequence p.
The splitting 1.3 induces a shearing operation. Let S be some subset of {0, 2, . . . , 2p -4} and let defined by X(S)" =\ or 1 depending on whether or not 2/i + 2/ = 0 mod 2(/7 -1) for some 2/ E S. Setting S = {0, 4, . . . , 2p -6} we may thus identify an H-map f: BO -> BO with fs: BU -» BU with characteristic sequence (1, X2, 1, X4, . . . ) and fiber(/) = fiber(/s). We can also mix characteristic sequences. If Sx and S2 partition {0, 2, . . . , 2p -4}, for example, then/S| ° gSi = gSi ° fs¡ has characteristic sequence X(SX) • ^(Sj), a mixture of X and 7). Finally, note that by Bott periodicity we have a loop map ß2*/: BU ^ BU whose characteristic sequence (Xk+" Xk+2, . . . ) is a left shift of X.
1.5 Definition. For any ß E Z(p) let v(ß) denote the exponent of p in a prime power decomposition of the numerator of ß (let v(0) = oo). We say that ßx = ß2 mod/»* iiv(ßx -ß2)> k. Define the surplus sequence s(f) of an H-map f: BU ^ BU with characteristic sequence X by s(f)n = v(X") -v(n). A positive surplus sequence is necessary and sufficient for the triviality of/*: H*(BU, Z/p) -* H*(BU, Z/p) (3.7), and in general surplus measures the torsion in the cohomology of the fiber (compare §5). In §3 we will also establish the following. Proof. If we replace/ by g = / -X^,* • 1 as in 1.4, the resulting characteristic sequence has 0 as its npkth term. In particular, s(f)npk > 0 and thus s(f)npj > 0 ioTj < k by 1.6. But this means that/»y+1 divides X^j -X^,* for / < k. Using these congruences it thus suffices to check that X^, = X(n+p_1)pJ modpJ+x for any n,j. But if k = pi(n -1), it follows by 1.4 that Q2kfhas a characteristic sequence with pJth term X^, and/^+'st term X(n+p_X)pj. The desired congruence now follows from 1.6 as above. □ 1.8 Remark. Suppose/: 5Í/-» BU is any map (not necessarily an //-map) with characteristic sequence X. Then Q2Jf: BU-> BU is an H-map with characteristic sequence (X7+1, X,+2, . . . ). Applying 1.7 for various values of/ it follows easily that X^,* = X^,* modpk+x if m = n mod(p -1) and m ^ 1 n. I conjecture that the latter restriction on m and n is not necessary. But in any case, by the shearing construction of 1.4 we may identify any map /: BO -» BO with a map /s: BU -> BU with characteristic sequence (1, X2, 1, X4, . . . ) so that 1.7 holds for X2, X4, . . . . These congruences may be viewed as a generalized Kummer congruence; in a subsequent paper we study a cannibalistic class p: BO -> BO® for which 1.7 reduces to the classical congruences between Bernoulli numbers.
2. Homology of local classifying spaces. Let R be a commutative principal ideal domain which is/j-local. This means that R ss R <8>z Z^p) as a group or, equivalently, that multiplication by m is bijective for m prime to p. We write c" E H2"(BU, R) for the class associated by localization to the nth Chern class, and note that cup product and the coproduct induced by the Whitney sum map ¡i give H*(BU, R) the following familiar Hopf algebra structure ([13] , [16] ).
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An identical formula holds for c.. If we identify c" with the nth elementary symmetric function as in [4] , then 2.2 is a consequence of Waring's formula for the Newton polynomials [13] .
Given indeterminates t0, tx, . . . define the kth Witt polynomial Tk by Tk(t) = t£ + ptf'1 + • • • +pktk where we abbreviate t = (r0, tx, . . . ). Let t» = (tÇ, tl... ).
2.3 Lemma. Let P0, Px, . . . be polynomials in t0, tx, . . . with coefficients in R (respectively, Z) such that Pk(t) -Bk_l(tp) vanishes mod/»*. 77ien the equations Bk(t) = Tk(<p0(t), <px(t), . . . , <pk(t)) inductively define polynomials <p0, <p" . . . with coefficients in R (respectively, Z).
Proof. Suppose the polynomials P¡ are integral, the proof for R being identical. Since % = P0, we assume inductively that <p0> ■ • ■ > <P*-i are integral for some k > 0. Since Tk(t) = Tk_x(tp) + p\, we must verify that Pk(t) -
Evidently the integral polynomials (<Pj(t)y and fpj(tp) are congruent mod p.
Applying the binomial theorem inductively, it follows that {<fXfff>* and [20] ), ir(\pß\) = (-Y}W>* modp?+1 and ir(pßu = (-l)lÄl/'f modp"+x. Thus ir(\pß\) -ir(pßx) ■ ■ ■ ir(pßv*) = 0 modpq+x so that/»'(l^l)+1 divides {pß} -{/?}, and the coefficients of da in (*) vanishes mod/»*. □ Using 2.2 it follows that ank = «aL* + decomposables and thus {ank\n is prime top, k > 0} is a polynomial basis of H+(BU, R). For each n prime top let An denote the subalgebra of Hj(BU, R) generated by an0, anX, .... Since A" is pure in H^(BU, Z(/))) (if mx £ An for some integer m then x E An) and d is primitive, it follows from the defining relation for ank that An is a Hopf subalgebra for R = Z(p) and hence for anyp-local R by universal coefficients. This proves the first part of the following result which was first established by Husemoller using different methods [11] . The homology and cohomology decompositions of BU (and of Q,2krV) are dual. If we give H,(BU, R) the basis of monomials in {anJ), then ce,/n is dual to ank. The subalgebras An and A* are in some sense the minimal bipolynomial Hopf algebras [21] .
3. The homology of //-maps. We can now describe the induced homomorphism of an //-map /: BU^>BU. Since the Hurewicz map induces an isomorphism between ir^BU) <8> Q and the primitives of HJßU, Q) ( [5] , [17] ), the characteristic sequence X of /may be defined hyfn Evaluating f+(ank) for A: > ô" is more difficult since X^,* and f,(ani) have insufficient /»-divisibility to carry out the manipulations above. A less direct approach seems more fruitful. Fix some n prime to p with finite 8" and for each k > 8n let uk = X^k/p6-, a unit in Z,p). By 1.7 it follows that (\/uk) = (l/uk_{) modp*-5". Then using 2.3 we may inductively define polynomials Pk-sß) = Pk-t.it» ..., tk_s) and &-o"(0 = &-4,(/i. .. ., r*) for fc > «" as follows.
0/%)7ft-l(f)
= Tk_Sn(Po(t), ..., pk-s"it)), -Pk-s^TSn-,{tk_Sn + x, ...,tk)= Tk_Sn(Ut), ...
, 4-fi"W)-(3-4)
It follows immediately that 4-«" is always p-divisible and that Pk-s"i0 = (\/uk)tk 4-decomposables. Hence the following result includes a partial description of f*(a"k). for some x in the ideal in A" generated by all f*(an¡), i < k.
Proof. For the proof we abbreviate ani = a¡, £,_ä (ax, . . ., a¡) = $-«, and P/-í"(/*(a«")' • • • <f*iai)) = Pi-s"-Fot k = 8n the result is established in 3.3, so suppose inductively that 3.5 holds for all i such that 8n < i < k. Then using the relations af " = p,_Sn + £_« + px¡, the /»-divisibility of |,-_^, and the multinomial theorem it follows (compare the proof of 2.4) that
for some x in the ideal generated by/,(a0), . . . ,f*(ak_x). If we multiply the defining equations 3.1 by the \xnitps"/Xk = \/uk and substitute the identities (*), the left-hand side of the resulting equation is The desired result follows by equating (**) and (***). □ The above work made no use of the properties of the //-map / beyond the relation 3.1. Since the cohomology homomorphism f*: H*(BU,R)^> H*(BU, R) sends each primitive ce to some multiple of itself and since <ce, dey = ± n, it follows that f*(ce) = X^ and 3.3 and 3.5 hold for cohomology. For the last statement we again assume that the ground ring is Z(/7). The above result (and the homology analogue) simplifies considerably if we reduce mod p. 4. The modp cohomology of the fiber. For any commutative Noetherian ring R and for any simple fibration F^> E -» B with E and B connected and of finite type over R there is an Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence {Er} converging from E2 = Toth,{BR)(R, H*(E, R)) to EK = E0H*(F, R), the bigraded module associated to some filtration of H*(F, R) ( [9] , [10] ). This spectral sequence is natural for morphisms of fibrations, and the filtration on H*(F, R) behaves well with respect to products. Applying the diagonal map we obtain a spectral sequence of bigraded rings. If E -> B is an H-map there is an induced multiplication on F and, when R is a field, we have a spectral sequence of bigraded Hopf algebras. [10] ), Munkholm [18] , and others ( [3] , [12] , [22] , [27] ). The follow- where U-> PBUS BU is the path fibration. Then a(A*) Ç H*(U, R) is an exterior Hopf subalgebra E{aa*j\j > 0} on primitive generators oa*j £ H2npJ~x(U,R). The module a(A*) ®R A* with differential generated by oa*j -> a*j is an A *-free resolution of R (compare [3, §2] ). Moreover, the Hopf algebra structures on A * and a(A*) induce one on the resolutions. Applying <S>f A* and checking the definition of product and coproduct for Tor, it follows that ®Tota:(R, A*) = H(aA* ® A*, d) as a graded ring (and as a Hopf algebra if/is an //-map and R is a field) with differentials given by aa*j -* f*(a*j). When R is a field the external product on Tor is also an isomorphism [18] so we obtain a natural isomorphism n prime to p n + k=0mod(p-\) 5 . The Bockstein spectral sequence of the fiber. For any chain complex (C, 3) of abelian groups the long exact sequence in homology associated to the coefficient sequence O^Z-ZZ^ Z/p -» 0 may be regarded as an exact couple whose underlying graded spectral sequence is the Bockstein spectral sequence. The Ex term is EX(C) = HJjC, Z/p) and the differential for Er is the rth order Bockstein ßr which may be described as follows. Given {c} E //»(C, Z/p) where c £ C is a chain satisfying 3(c) = pV, define ßr{c) = {c'} £ //*(C, Z/p). This spectral sequence is discussed in considerable detail in [6] and [7] . We recall some useful facts. Proof. For convenience we may first suppose that the characteristic subsequence X", Xpn, . . . used to define the differential on o(A*) ® A* is given byp',p'*1, . . . ,ps+s"~x,p\ps''.... 6. An important special case. The Z(/;) cohomology of the fiber of an H-map f: BU -* BU with index never exceeding 1 admits a direct description. Such an explicit computation, though less transparent than the Bockstein spectral sequence computation of the previous section, will be necessary in a subsequent study of the classifying space of smoothing theory.
We first suppose that /: BU -> BU is an //-map with characteristic sequence X such that, for a fixed n prime to p, 8"(f) = 1 and X" = p'V for some unit w £ Z(/J). Regarding A * as a module over itself via f* as usual, we describe ©Tor^.(Z(/)), A *) as both a Z(/)) module and an algebra. For each/ > 0 let /, denote the A* ideal generated hy f*(a*Q), . . . ,f*(a*J) and assume inductively that J¿_, is generated by X"a*0, (a*0Y -wxPalx, ..., (o^-tY -Wj_xpa*j_x for some units k>" ..., w,_, E Z(p). It follows from 3.4 and 3.5 that /»(a*.) = u/«-,)* -|_,«" . .-. , <,)) + * where *£/,_, and vJ=p/XnpJ, a unit in Z(p). By definition ^_, is a p-divisible polynomial given by ij-\(a*y\, ■ ■ ■ , a*j) = -pa*j -Px~JTj_2(^, . . . ,if_2). If / = 1 the last term on the right vanishes, and if / = 2 this becomes ix(a*x, a*^ = -pa*a + pp~x(a*xY-In general, since £,_, is homogeneous of degree npj and since the degrees of a*2, . . . , a*j are multiples of np2, we may regard £_, as a polynomial in (a*xy, a*2, . . ., a*r Thus |,-i = -pa*j + p%(a*2, . . . , a*j_x) mod /,_, for some polynomial Ç. As before, regard £' as a polynomial in (a*2y, a*3, . . ., a*j and continue inductively. for some x0, . .., x, E A * and tj e Z(/)), and consider the evaluation map E:
K -* z(p) sending <k^{ppk-pk"-■-"-')/W»r--■ "*-i"*).
